
Blowing Bubbles

Totally Out Of The Blue – or so it was loudly proclaimed in the final years of the first 
decade of our latest millennium – a shockingly unexpected, who-could’ve-seen-it-coming 
financial crisis, a catastrophe which had remained perniciously hidden (or at least very 
conveniently ignored) was suddenly, and very scandalously, exposed.  

The first-world economic wake up call, arriving as it did at the tail end of multiple years 
bent to a loudly promoted stock market gambling, hit the realm of everyday citizen life heavily 
and dramatically.  

Wham blam bang!  
The country’s smoke-screen-hidden, market-deregulated, magically-unsustainable free-

market “growth” bubble (a bubble wherein everybody could surely own a three-story five-
bedroom McMansion while living unrestrainedly on sub-prime, balloon-attached mortgages and 
literal handfuls of unpaid credit cards): 

Burst.  
Sleepily the nation had blinked, forced to wake up to the unappealingly non-magical 

reality of modern-day economic policies.  Groggily everyone had struggled to understand.  
Citizens who had gotten used to living inside the la-la land both created and sustained by a 
governmentally deregulated growth-projecting, growth-dependent theory of a free market 
economics, had to strain and grapple right alongside carefully stunned politicians.  

Everybody, apparently?
Had been shocked as the nation wrestled with the idea that – well when you methodically 

eliminated group-protective regulations; when, in fact, you replaced group safeguards with a 
free-market deregulated self-interest?  You ended up with (oh dear, this was just too surprising) 
self-promoting economists, bankers, venture capitalists, “dark pool” investors, stock market 
analysts, hedge fund manipulators and profit-seeking CEOs who, after taking a full advantage of 
the legalized free-for-all offered via an unbounded speculation, had used financial markets as a 
personal casino.  

And, then:  
Sold out not only each other?
But their own companies.  And ultimately, the very country which had so blithely allowed 

them such an untethered economic freedom in the first place.  All activity promulgated in an 
effort not to assist, not to protect, not to aid nor facilitate – but, with an enterprisingly 
premeditated focus?
	
 To attain unheard-of it’s-all-mine personal profits.

To a dazed and confusedly blinking nation, what was apparently even more shocking?  
As the years of a painful, poverty-creating, class-dividing recession followed the dramatically 
shattered fiscal bubble – well, evidently these very same self-interested, market-manipulating, 
and now very, very rich citizens:  

Did not want to share.  
Did not even feel (see how conveniently the profit-is-all, no-taxes-for-me, streets-bridges-

tunnels-schools-libraries-and-parks-come-from-the-Easter-bunny theory of a modern-day 
business plays out here) obligated to share.*

Oh, what an astonishingly unprecedented thing to learn.  Although perhaps – well, wasn’t 
such thinking maybe just a touch naïve?  History itself, in fact, had repeatedly taught this very 



lesson; could actually have pointed quite overtly to the dangers skulking behind a free-for-all, 
let-the-rich-get-richer-and-their-wealth-will-trickle-down financial deregulation.  

What a shocking thing to learn: 
That once you allowed the rich to become not simply the rich, but the super rich?  
They cared a lot about money.
And very little about anything – or anyone – else.

*In a paradoxical twist, many corporations originally happy to benefit from our nation’s all-inclusive public school 
system – a system recognized for producing its guaranteed flow of creatively educated personnel – have, by taking 
advantage of modern-day deregulated markets, grown so fat that they now choose to locate their head offices outside 
national borders, and thus avoid paying local and national taxes.  However, as these taxes have been pulled from 
state and federal educational budgets, the public school system has grown so frail that it can no longer guarantee the 
necessarily steady stream of comfortably educated workers upon whom these corporations originally depended.  
Hence, they have begun to whine and complain that our country “does not produce enough educated workers.” 


